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Amaze 2018 specifications

Honda's first exit with astonishment has not pinpointed the chart fire, with sales shrinking soon after its launch. However, the saloon has now returned, with clear intentions to meet all the flaws in the previous iteration. This is because the upcoming saloon is to take on Maruti Suzuki Dzire as before. However, it seems to be a daunting task now as the best-
selling third-gen model Dzire certainly offers the most well rounded package segment. Honda has unveiled the specifications for 2018 and here's what it packs to take on Dzire, along with Xcent, the upcoming Aspire facelift, Ameo and Tigor. Variants Of Second Gena Izaze are available in four variants: E (base), S, V and VX (Top-spec), both gasoline and
diesel engine capabilities. In addition, there are two automatic variants, as well as available with petrol and diesel engines at medium S and V levels. So that makes it a total of 12 options in total. Dimensions and weight Dimensions First generation Second generation length 3990mm 3995mm (+5mm) Width 1.680mm 1.695mm (+15mm) Height 1.505mm
1.501mm (-4mm) Garen base 2.5405mm 2.470mm (+65mm) Ground Clearance 165mm 170mm (+5mm) Boot Space 400 liters 420 liters (+20 liters) Although it was below 4m to maintain taxes, e.g. before, second gen Amaze is longer, wider and comes with a significantly larger wheelbase too. The overall height, however, is slightly reduced, but clearance
has received an incentive. At 420 liters, the boot space is 20 liters more than the previous model and is the largest compact sedan in the room. Kerb Weight First gen Petrol 965kg (MT)/985 (CVT) 924kg (MT)/945kg (CVT) Diesel 1075kg (MT) 1023kg (MT) / 1039kg (CVT) New platform, second generation Amaze is lighter than the previous model. Both petrol
and diesel variants have shed weight in the range of 40-50kg. The Mechanical Device Honda Amaze carries the same 1.2-liter petrol and 1.5-liter diesel engine capabilities as before with the standard 5-speed manual. There are optional PAMs automatically with gasoline as above. The petrol engine now develops 90PS (1199cc instead of 1198cc), 2PS more
than in the previous model. Interestingly, Diesel Surprise, too, is available with an optional PAM car for the first time. However, it is a slightly detuned unit. Thanks to the lighter platform and the new design, the mileage of both petrol and diesel versions has improved. Maruti Suzuki Dzire Diesel MT: Detailed Review Petrol Honda Amaze Petrol First-gen
Second-gen Engine 1.2-litre i-VTEC 1.2-litre i-VTEC Transmission 5-speed MT/ CVT 5-speed MT/ CVT Mar (paddle converters) Power 88PS (MT)/ 90PS (CVT) 90PS Torque 109Nm (MT)/ 110NM (CVT) 110Nm Fuel Economy 17.8kmpl (MT) 18.1kmpl (CVT) 19.5kmpl (MT)/ 19kmpl (CVT) Diesel Honda Amaze Diesel First-gen Second-gen Engine 1.5-liter i-
DTEC 1. 5-liter i-liter i-DTEC Transmission 5-speed MT 5-speed MT/CVT Power 100PS 100PS (MT)/80PS (CVT) Torque 200Nm 200Nm (MT)/160Nm (CVT) Fuel 25.8kmpl 27.4kmpl (MT)/ 23.8kmpl (CVT) To know what are the features of the new Culled Package, along with a detailed analysis of its evolved design, check out our previous story here: First
Look: New Honda Amaze Read more about : Honda Amaze diesel Was this article useful ?0 out of 0 considered this useful Honda Car India globally unveiled with the new 2018 Honda Amazer auto Expo 2018 earlier this month. Expected to launch into the local market in the coming months, the all-new Honda Amaze2018 is taking an updated external front
that is in line with the new Honda City and Honda Accord. It is based on an all-new platform that is also at the core of the Brio hatchback. Once launched, the new Amazement will be introduced with the intention of dominating the sub-4m saloon space that is currently reigning with the new Maruti Dzire. The Japanese car manufacturer also unveiled the new
Civic and CR-V at the biennial auto show. See also: Honda Working on Compact SUVs based on Honda Amaze platform also read - BMW launches G 310 R and G 310 GS Today in India; Price starts at Rs 2.99 Lakh, Learn more about features, specifications on the outside front, the new 2018 Amaze sports a new grid design that is accented with
rectangular headlights, ditching rounded shape, new front bumper, 15-inch alloy wheels, C-shaped tail lamps, new rear bumper, shark fin antenna, tail gate mounted and much more. Inside the interior, the overall appearance of the interior is improved, where the interior looks fresh. The new Amazement gets dual-tone panel and piano finish details along with
7-inch DIGIPAD touchscreen infotainment, 3-spoke steering wheel with mounted controls, automatic climate control system, cruise control, key-less recording, push start-stop button, parking sensors and rear view cameras and much more. Also see: Honda Civic, New CR-V &amp; 2018 Surprise India Start Confirmed this year also read - Honda Amaze 2018
Launched in India. To know about the price, features and other details as far as the safety aspect is concerned, the new Honda Amaze 2018 will receive double airbags and ABS as standard suitability for all variants. In addition, the sedan also sports EBD (Electronic Brake-force Distribution), and ESP (Electronic Stability Program) and several airbags that
could only be visible on the upper class variant. Also Read - Honda Amaze 2018 India Launch: Know Price, Features and Other Information Mechanically, the new Honda Amaze 2018 will continue to offer both gasoline and diesel engine options – 1.2-liter i-VTEC petrol and 1.5-liter i-DTEC diesel. The petrol engine is capable of performing 87 zs of maximum
power with a maximum torque of 109Nm, while the oil burner is tuned to the churn from 99bhp and 200Nm power figures. Transmission charges will be carried out with a 5-speed manual gearbox as the standard combined with the CVT automatic gearbox in both petrol and diesel variants. Read more: Honda City 20th Anniversary Edition, WR-V Edge Edition
&amp; Amaze Pride Edition Launched in India When Launched, Honda Amaze 2018 will lock horns horns the new Maruti Suzuki Dzire, Ford Aspire, Volkswagen Ameo, Hyundai Xcent and others in the sub-4m sedan segment. Coming to the price point, the new Amazement is expected to fall in the price group INR 6 lakh to INR 9 lakh (ex-showroom).
Despite the sub-four-meter sedan segment being around for more than a decade, the record of the latest Maruti Suzuki Dzire has given other manufacturers an alarming indication of the undeniable potential that can be excavated in terms of sales. Since entering with a brand new version, Dzire has been making headlines and in its opening months, it
outnumbered the best-selling chief Alto quite a few times. Although Dzire has been a leader in this segment for several years, Honda Amazer always plays second best along with the Hyundai Xcent, which was treated to a facelift in early 2017. Astonishment used to be the best-selling model for Honda alongside the city, but things certainly changed by
increasing the demands of its segment. First introduced in April 2013, Honda introduced a mild surprise update only in May 2016, but it didn't help much to regain sales. With facelifted City and the new WR-V doing a steady sales count since their inception, it was time for Honda to set bars again with its new avatar amazement and the company is really
impressed. It was demonstrated at the 2018 Auto Expo and, for example, will make you realize that Honda has certainly responded to the increasing life expectancy in its hotly contested segment. Here's everything you need to know about the soon launching 2018 Honda Amaze: The new subcompact sedan 2018 Auto Expo for the first time and bookings
have already begun across Honda showrooms. In addition, the first 20,000 customers also receive a special introductory price. It is offered in four steps, namely E, S, V and VX. Honda hopes to make a big impact on sales this fiscal with new amazement and impending arrivals such as the new gen CR-V and reentering Civic – both are scheduled to debut in
the coming months. Having lost a fourth position in Tata Motors FY18, the brand is eager to make a strong comeback with these promising products. The 2018 Honda Amazes Exterior Design Honda Cars India introduced a surprise update in 2016, but it was not significant and could not act as a major milestone. Therefore, the Japanese brand went to the
drawing board to infu where to infu point a better style factor. Comprehensive design improvements in the new Izare fall in line with the latest global standards. It features a rather striking look with elegant headlights, LED daytime running lights and a faint body forced landing on a soft and family-facing front bar. It is a strong response to the latest subcompact
cars that have really developed to become stylish lately, such as Maruti Suzuki Dzire and Tata Tigor. Second Generation Amaze has developed the brand Thailand R&amp;amp; Chapter D with raw materials from engineers back at our local HQ. Other notable external changes are LED rear lights flowing well with rear design, revised sporty bumpers up front
and rear, a thick chrome rod housing a Honda badge and a sleeker fog lamp casing. Overall design now makes a statement than ever before, and it's important to be well proportioned. The 2018 Honda Amaze Interior and features of the Japanese auto main has certainly made significant improvements inside the cabin in a new amazement. This is another
step to making it a desirable VFM product with volume efforts in mind. Despite all the changes, it is located under the sub-four meter sedan category and has a carefully reviewed entertainment system as well as an improvement in the feature list. The fact that Maruti Dzire currently offers a wide range of premium features and top-end models are selling well,
Honda makes a dig at the same band of customers with elevated equipment levels. The 2018 Honda Amaze consists of a revised panel with a black and meshes two-tone theme, a new center console with a large touchscreen entertainment system, revised buttons and bells, etc. The equipment list includes an engine launch button, a request sensor for a
keyless input, an electrically adjustable and electric foldable ORVM, digipad 2.0 touchscreen information and entertainment system with Android Auto And Apple CarPlay connection, automatic air conditioning system, LED position lamps, rear parking sensors with camera, etc. 2018 Honda Amaze Engine, Specifications Engine 1.2-liter i-VTEC petrol / 1.5-liter
i-DTEC diesel Power 87 zS at 6000 rpm .99 zS at 3600 rs. torque 109 Nm at 4500 rpm / 200 Nm at 1750 rpm Transmission five speed manual or CVT/five speed manual only for the new Honda Amaze is actually produced at the Tapukara plant in Rajasvan, which will act as the global driving force for engine delivery. In the power app for 1,5 litres of i-DTEC
diesel and 1,2 litres of i-VTEC petrol, transfer gas forward. The diesel grower makes 99 zs and 200 Nm and is connected to a five-speed manual gearbox. The 1.2-litre i-VTEC petrol produces 87 zs and 109 Nm and has a five-speed manual as well as a PAM option. The diesel engine receives a brand new PAM this time to give customers more buying
choices as well as lure with potential buyers looking for an automatic sedan in an affordable price range. However, it makes 80 PS and 160 Nm only in PAM-spec versions. 2018 Honda Amaze Mileage 2018 Honda Amaze Mileage 27.4/23.8 for kmpl diesel and 19.5/19 kmpl for petrol Power units are adjusted, to ensure greater fuel economy, as well as
previous 25.8 kmpl data for diesel manual, 17.8 kmpl petrol manual and 18.1 kmpl for petrol CVT. The new mileage is 27.4 kmpl for diesel MT, 23.8 kmpl for new diesel CVT, 19.5 kmpl 19 kmpl for petrol car. This is a longer and shorter and has increased the wheelbase to 2470 mm (additional 65 mm). The weight of the sidewalk has come down as well, but
4.7 m and 4.9 m is a turning radius for petrol and diesel models respectively. 2018 Honda Amaze ground clearance 2018 Honda Amaze clearance 165 mm as expected, there is no change in the clearance of Honda Amaze as it continues to offer 165 mm. 2018 Honda Amaze Bootspace 2018 Honda Amaze Bootspace 420 litres It has 42 litres more trunk
capacity than the latest Maruti Dzire at 420 litres. 2018 Honda Amaze India Price 2018 Honda Amaze Price Rs. 5.59 lakh to Rs. 8.99 lakh As the autocar market is steadily on the rise, Honda uses dual-pedal technology for diesel engines as well. Priced between Rs. 5.59 lakh and Rs. 8.99 lakh (ex-showroom), the new generation of Amaze sees its asking
price raised to around Rs. 40,000 for a range replenishment model with additional amenities and security features. 2018 Honda Amaze Key competitors New generation Honda Amaze will compete against the likes of segment leader Maruti Suzuki Dzire, Hyundai Xcent, Tata Tigor, Toyota Etios and Volkswagen Ameo. 2018 Honda Surprise Pictures Pictures
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